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ABSTRACT

The paper will argue that a central motive for the Soviet move was to halt and destroy Israel’s nuclear development before it could attain operational atomic weapons; that this Soviet effort was accelerated by a direct message from Israel that despite its official ambiguity, it was bent on acquiring such weapons; that Soviet nuclear weapons were readied for use against Israel in case it already possessed, and tried to use, any nuclear device; and that the direct Soviet military intervention actually began with overflights of Israel’s main nuclear facility by Soviet aircraft and pilots, in preparation for the planned attack on this target and/or in order to create such concern in Israel that would ensure its launch of a first strike.

In order to liquidate the nuclear object in Israel, which was completely “unneeded” by the USSR, Moscow embarked on the course of direct disinformation: On 13 May 1967, Moscow informed Cairo about “top-secret data” that 13 Israeli brigades had been moved to the Syrian border. [Report on PressCenter.ru, 26 March 2001]

Ever since the Arab-Israeli crisis and war in 1967, it has been generally accepted that the final escalation was triggered in mid-May by a false Soviet warning that Israel was massing troops for an attack on Syria. It has also been conventionally held that this was the unintentional result
of a Soviet error or miscalculation, and that afterwards Moscow endeavored to prevent the outbreak of hostilities, especially avoiding any direct military involvement.

In 2001, based mainly on new evidence from the former USSR, one of the present writers proposed the thesis that the Soviet disinformation was a deliberate strategic move, part of a plan to provoke Israel into a preemptive strike in order to legitimize direct Soviet naval and aerial intervention in favor of an Arab counterattack; furthermore, that this intervention was actually set in motion before the unforeseen character and effect of the Israeli strike led to its being largely (though not completely) aborted.2

One of the main objections to this thesis has been its ostensible disproportionality. Soviet policy is perceived as having, by 1967, become sufficiently cautious and responsible to rule out risking a superpower confrontation for the sake of gaining any advantage in the Middle Eastern theater of the Cold War,3 let alone that it would contemplate launching nuclear weapons at Israel.4 This objection has now been refuted by additional evidence, which also resolves some hitherto mysterious or contradictory points in the historiography of the 1967 conflict.

The paper will argue that a central motive for the Soviet move was to halt and destroy Israel’s nuclear development before it could attain operational atomic weapons; that this Soviet effort was accelerated by a direct message from Israel that despite its official ambiguity, it was bent on acquiring such weapons; that Soviet nuclear weapons were readied for use against Israel in case it already possessed, and tried to use, any nuclear device; and that the direct Soviet military intervention actually began with overflights of Israel’s main nuclear facility by Soviet aircraft and pilots, in preparation for the planned attack on this target and/or in order to create such concern in Israel that would ensure its launch of a first strike.

At the time, the nuclear context was denied even in internal US administration estimates. A postwar NSC document begins by stating that

The most significant feature of the role of nuclear capabilities during the Israeli-Arab hostilities was the absence of direct impact. In contrast to the situation in 1956, the Soviet Union made no indirect nuclear threats, and did not engage in ‘ballistic blackmail.’ . . . The recent belligerents themselves do not, of course, have nuclear weapons.5

But the idea that Arab concern about Israel’s impending nuclear armament was a major cause of the Six-Day War has already been suggested by
the most prominent authorities on Israeli nuclear policy: Shlomo Aronson, Avner Cohen, and the co-authors Ariel Levite and Emily Landau. However, they referred mainly to Egyptian President Gamal Abdel Nasser’s warnings that he would launch a preventive war if Israel approached nuclear armament; and to the two photoreconnaissance overflights of its nuclear facility at Dimona, in May 1967, by aircraft that have ever since been conventionally described as Egyptian MiG-21s—an identification this paper will dispute.

Indeed, as early as 1964, the US Ambassador to Egypt wrote to President Lyndon Johnson that “the only trigger for Egyptian–Israeli war” would be “an Egyptian conviction that Israel had started the production of nuclear weapons. If Nasser had proof of this, he might well attempt a preemptive strike.” In this, Ambassador John S. Badeau was in effect repeating the threat that Nasser himself voiced four years earlier: “Israel’s development of nuclear weapons would prompt the Arab states to launch a preventive war.”

While Egyptian plans to bomb the Dimona reactor in 1967 have been known since shortly after the war, most histories have either ignored or downplayed the nuclear issue as a cause of the crisis, and the USSR is hardly mentioned in this context. In his recent history of the war, Michael Oren cited Minister Yigal Alon, who was convinced that “Egypt would strike Dimona the moment America challenged the blockade [of the Tiran Straits].” However, Oren concluded that Israel’s fears of an Egyptian attack on Dimona did more to precipitate its preemptive strike than any actual Egyptian threat. A prominent US authority, Richard B. Parker, went so far as to say that “it never occurred to him that the nuclear issue was of relevance to understanding the Egyptian motives”—on the grounds that none of his Egyptian informants mentioned it, although one of them definitely did so. And all these studies have disregarded or denied a deliberate Soviet role in the war’s instigation or conduct.

In his recent account of the Israeli leadership’s deliberations in May–June 1967, Ami Gluska confirmed that an Egyptian air strike at Dimona was one of the two perceived threats that were consistently most feared. The other was direct Soviet military intervention. Gluska does not, however, indicate whether Israel made any connection between these two threats, or whether its fears stemmed from specific intelligence.

The almost total subsequent disappearance of both these factors from discourse on the war apparently resulted largely from the reticence of Israeli scholars on the nuclear issue and from the successful Soviet cover-up of Moscow’s role, which has already been discussed by one of the present authors.
However, recently emerging evidence has not only exposed the Soviet role in causing the crisis and war, but also put it in a nuclear context. For example, a Russian military historian, Col. Valery Yaremenko, recently published an article on the genesis of the Six-Day War entitled “Nuclear War in the Middle East Could Have Been Beneficial for the USSR.”

It must be emphasized that the following analysis pertains to the Soviet interest in, perception of, and response to Israel’s nuclear program, not to the latter’s actual history—of which the present authors have no independent information.

THE DISCLOSURE

A recently published collection of Soviet Foreign Ministry documents includes the following remarkable memorandum:

On 13 December 1965, one of the leaders of the Israel Communist party, Comrade [Moshe] Sneh, informed the Soviet Ambassador in Tel Aviv about his conversation (9 December 1965) with the adviser to the Prime Minister of Israel, Gariel, in which the latter declared Israel’s intention to produce its own atomic bomb.

“Gariel” is the Russian transliteration of the Hebrew name Har’el. The title of “adviser to the Prime Minister” identifies Sneh’s interlocutor as Isser Harel, a founder, and for many years the boss, of Israel’s General Security Services (Shin Bet) and its Mossad intelligence agency, who was appointed in September 1965 as special adviser on intelligence and special operations to Prime Minister Levi Eshkol.

During the 1956 Sinai-Suez crisis, a Soviet nuclear threat directed at Israel, Britain, and France sufficed to halt their offensive against Egypt. This experience was a major factor in impelling Israel, as well as France, to seek a nuclear deterrent. Russian histories claim that “this nuclear ultimatum . . . has, in effect, been hushed up in Western literature.” Western historiography has indeed tended to credit US pressure, more than the Soviet threat, for the Anglo-French-Israeli climb down, but this was not the perception in Moscow. The Soviet foreign minister at the time, Dmitri Shepilov, claimed years later that there had been no intention to make good on this threat, but the ploy worked to such a degree that it encouraged Khrushchev to try a similar maneuver in Cuba in 1962.

Despite their failure in Cuba, in the Middle East 1956 was a successful example for the Soviets of how they could employ their nuclear clout...
to limit Israeli action against their Arab clients, thus reinforcing these clients’ dependence on Moscow—as long as Israel had no counterdeterrent. Preventing Israel from achieving even the semblance of nuclear superiority and a credible reply to any nuclear threat thus became an objective of Soviet policy, in addition to real or feigned anxiety over a direct threat to the USSR's southern fringe.

The claim has been made that the USSR—rather than the Arab states—was the primary target of Israel’s nuclear-deterrent project from its outset. Statements to this effect were made by Israeli officials to journalists in the course of the 1967 crisis.

One of the main nuclear threats was perceived by Moscow to emanate from West Germany, and the Israeli aspect soon was put in this context. On 2 January 1958, Soviet Ambassador in Israel A.N. Abramov reported to Moscow:

There is information that the Israeli government intends to organize in Israel, with the help of West Germany, production of missiles and even atomic weapons. The preliminary agreement on this is being talked about as having been reached.

In 1955, the USSR decided to provide Egypt with an experimental nuclear reactor, a few days after the US made a similar agreement with Israel. Whether promoting Egypt’s nuclear capability toward the military level was ever envisaged by Moscow, before it adopted a firm anti-proliferation policy, merits further research. The evidence that the USSR did provide Egypt with chemical weapons is not conclusive, but if this supply included more than defensive equipment, it may indicate a preference to limit Nasser to lesser WMD as a substitute for nuclear arms. Containing Israel’s nuclear development therefore remained essential for Soviet policy.

Following a New York Times exposé about Israel’s nuclear program, on 23 December 1960 Nasser issued his first public warning of preventive war and the Soviet Ministry of Foreign Affairs instructed its ambassadors in Egypt and Israel that:

Israel’s attempt to produce its own nuclear weapons is dangerous[,] . . . will make the situation in the Near and Middle East even more unstable, and is liable to trigger a serious conflict that can spill over the borders of the region.
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The document cites “information at hand,” which may refer to the results of constant Soviet intelligence efforts in Israel. The KGB resident in Tel-Aviv at the time, Ivan Dedyulya, relates that when posted there in late 1962, he was instructed “to ascertain the . . . progress of work for creating atomic arms in Israel.”29 A former head of the Soviet Foreign Ministry’s Middle East Department, Oleg Grinevski, states that “by the mid-1960s, our intelligence had truthful enough data on Israel’s nuclear potential.”30 A Russian military historian notes that in addition to “cosmic intelligence,” the Soviets also knew from “HUMINT” sources about the actual nature of Israel’s “textile plant” at Dimona.31

At the time he made his disclosure to Sneh, Harel was undoubtedly aware that Israel’s nuclear program was high on the priority list of Soviet intelligence. In 1960, he had exposed the physicist Kurt Sitte of the Haifa Technological Institute as an agent of the USSR’s Czechoslovak proxies, who reported to his handlers “about nuclear research and the Atomic Energy Commission,” earning the sobriquet “the Israeli Klaus Fuchs.”32

Harel died in February 2003, shortly before the new Russian document collection was published. But the fact that he met Sneh in 1965, in the full awareness that the latter would transmit his comments to the Soviets, is a matter of record—thanks to Harel himself, who wrote that during his tenure as Eshkol’s adviser

I met secretly quite a number of times with Moshe Sneh. . . . We devoted our long conversations to exchanging opinions and impressions about ideology and politics, totalitarianism and democracy, the Soviet Union and Communism, and other matters.33

This is part of an entire chapter which, in a book otherwise devoted to his exposure of Soviet spies, Harel devotes to the question “was Moshe Sneh really a Soviet agent?”—which he answers in the negative.

Harel notes that Sneh was denounced to him as a Soviet agent by Sneh’s comrades in the left-wing Mapam Party, in which Sneh made a brief stopover in his migration across the Zionist and Israeli political spectrum, ultimately making him become a political outcast as the leader of the Communist Party.34 Harel considered that the Soviets would logically have preferred to have their agent remain in government. Therefore, although he did put Sneh under surveillance, he determined that “Sneh . . . was never a secret agent infiltrated into the Zionist movement and later into the Zionist left in order to undermine it from within.”35
However, Harel's conclusion is hardly borne out by recently published CPSU documents:

It was no coincidence that [Sneh] was elected secretary-general of the League for Friendship with the USSR. . . . Through this organization, Moscow secretly financed its friends in Israel. This public activist collaborated closely with the Soviet special services and supplied them with 'valuable material on the issues of [Israel's] foreign and internal policy' . . . In early 1952, the intelligence service of Mapam, headed by Sneh, informed the Soviet rezidentura that Israeli counterintelligence had infiltrated 28 provocateurs into the leadership organs of the Israel Communist Party.36

Harel's conclusion also contradicts his own description of Sneh in a preceding chapter of the same book, which is devoted to Harel's exposure of Israel Beer, a former colleague of Sneh's in Mapam, as a full-fledged Soviet spy.37 For example, Sneh is described there as dismissing the coup plot hatched in Mapam's security department as "infantile" because "when the Red Army arrived all this would be done anyway."38 And while clearing Sneh of suspicion as an active Soviet agent, Harel does concede sarcastically:

What is a Communist leader outside the Soviet Union to do when he reports to one of the authorized representatives of that country of peace, and is asked an embarrassing question about the plots being hatched in his own country against the Soviet paradise? Dare he refuse to reply, on the grounds that this would be by nature of espionage? My answer is No.39

Harel's book confirms, then, that he knew any statement he made to Sneh would be relayed to the Soviet embassy. Indeed, the Soviets themselves took this for granted:

Apparently, Gariel had been assigned to inform the Soviet leaders, by means of Sneh, about Eshkol's point of view . . . on non-proliferation of nuclear weapons.40

By 1965, The Israel Communist Party was in the throes of an ideological rift. Sneh led the faction that tended to legitimize Israel's existence as a Jewish state, a tendency that ultimately led to his deathbed apology for ever having abandoned Zionism.41 His longstanding relations with Israel's leaders, including Eshkol, were already on the mend, as was his connection
with Harel—who, as head of the Haganah intelligence arm in Tel-Aviv, had saved Sneh from arrest by the British in 1946. But Sneh was still suspect enough for Harel (and, as indicated below, Eshkol himself) to meet him in "secret." At this stage, both factions of the Communist Party were still striving to gain the recognition and backing of Moscow, and Sneh was especially motivated to comply with Soviet expectations, while attempting to reconcile them with the requests of Eshkol and Harel.

In any event, Sneh evidently treated Harel’s message as so sensitive that he did not disclose it, or his very meetings with Harel, to his party comrades. A top-secret document in the Prime Minister’s Office files, apparently from the security services, reports deliberations at the Politburo of Sneh’s faction (Maki) in late March 1966, where “comrades” opined that

Several indications have been given, both by Eshkol and by [Foreign Minister] Abba Eban, of sincere intentions to seek a way for nuclear demilitarization. . . . There is a reasonable chance that Maki will occupy some position as a mediating factor between the government of the Soviet Union and the government of Israel. This is proved by the recent meetings of Sneh with the prime minister. . . . Sneh proposed to tell the “comrades” in Moscow of these assessments.43

Sneh clearly did not signify that he had received an authoritative statement to the contrary. Rather, he agreed that the assessment which he knew to be wrong should be relayed to the CPSU.

By 1967, the Israel Communist Party had formally split, and the CPSU had opted to foster the Arab-nationalist oriented majority splinter, Rakah. On the eve of the Six-Day War, as his close associate reports,

Sneh was working day and night to prevent the impending war. He utilized his good connections with Eshkol, on the one hand, and Soviet Ambassador Dmitri Chuvakhin, on the other, to try and bring about an Israeli-Soviet dialogue that might stop the erosion toward war.44

Further research would be needed to determine whether, by December 1965, Sneh was intentionally helping to promote an Israeli initiative vis-à-vis the USSR, or was still acting as a Soviet informant, or was promoting his own partisan agenda.

Even more enigmatic is Harel’s motive for making such a disclosure. Little was ever published about the substance of Harel’s work as Eshkol’s adviser, except for his unrelenting struggle to regain control of the Mossad
from his successor, Meir Amit.\textsuperscript{45} It is unlikely to ever emerge whether Harel included the curious chapter on Sneh in his book by way of apologetics for his meetings with the Communist leader.

Possibly the chapter was even intended to forestall any future exposure of Harel’s nuclear message to Sneh. Harel’s book appeared in 1987—the year after a former Dimona technician, Mordechai Vanunu, exposed information about Israel’s nuclear capability and was imprisoned for 18 years on treason charges.\textsuperscript{46} The fact that Harel made a disclosure of similar import to Vanunu’s some 20 years earlier casts a new light on Harel’s characterization of Sneh. It now seems to declare: My dealings with Sneh were ex officio and deliberate; I was not duped by a Soviet agent—not to mention anything worse.

There could be several worse scenarios. One is that Harel’s motivation was mainly personal, combined with the political interests of the “clique” he was allied with in the government, led by Golda Meir and Alon. Harel, whose power as head of the Mossad and Shin Bet had been unchallenged, was dismissed by Ben-Gurion in March 1963. The immediate and ostensible reason was Harel’s uncompromising campaign against German scientists working on weapons-development projects in Egypt, which the Mossad chief attributed to neglect, if not collusion, by what he considered an inadequately de-Naziified West Germany. His campaign threatened to turn into an open confrontation with Bonn.

In addition to missiles, the Germans in Egypt were suspected of developing WMD. Most references in this context are to chemical, biological, and perhaps radiological weapons. However, according to a counter-estimate submitted by Amit, Harel raised the specter of nuclear weapons too.\textsuperscript{47} But Ben-Gurion considered Israel’s relations with Germany, and Europe in general, too vital to jeopardize over this issue. Harel was mortified and embittered.

In 1965, he had his opportunity: Ben-Gurion resigned and, together with his “boys” Moshe Dayan and Shimon Peres, split with his former party. His successor, Eshkol, felt that Ben-Gurion was undermining his leadership—although he did continue his predecessor’s nuclear program. At the “clique’s” behest and under pressure from Harel, Eshkol first reopened the German issue. On 1 September, the Ministerial Committee on Defense, after hearing a report from Harel, resolved that, “Operations against the work of German experts in Egypt must be continued and redoubled” and expressed its gratitude to Harel.”\textsuperscript{48} He considered this a rehabilitation, and now pressed for his full reinstatement. Two weeks later, Eshkol appointed
Harel as adviser with special responsibility for intelligence, and the latter began a ruthless campaign to undermine Amit.

The "clique," and its ally Harel, were opposed if not to the nuclear program itself then at least to its dependence on France—another aspect of Ben-Gurion's European orientation. However, the biographer of both Ben-Gurion and Harel, Michael Bar-Zohar, states that Meir and Harel were opposed to the nuclear project in its entirety, and had "proposed to Ben-Gurion certain measures, the practical meaning of which would have been the liquidation of Israel's nuclear program." Bar-Zohar attributes this mainly to Meir's anxiety that the project would damage relations with the United States. Peres, however, has claimed more recently that as early as 1960, Harel cited Soviet antagonism to Israel's nuclear program as a prime concern. After having Peres summoned urgently from abroad to a meeting with Ben-Gurion, "Harel began by reporting . . . reliable information that a Soviet satellite had recently overflown and photographed Dimona. . . . Israel therefore, said Harel, faced a most grave situation."

Six years later, was Harel trying to generate renewed Soviet pressure in order to halt a project he had long striven to stop? Harel's dispute with Peres had by that time also become a turf war over technology acquisition and security responsibility for the nuclear program:

In 1957 . . . then-Defense Ministry Director General Shimon Peres established the Office for Special Missions, whose task was to secure the reactor. . . . Peres, the rival of Isser Harel, then the head of Israel's intelligence services, wanted to establish a private intelligence organization for himself.

Could Harel have been trying to take advantage of Peres's departure from his powerful defense-ministry position in order to saddle the latter's rival outfit with responsibility for a major leak, and thus to get it disbanded?

The worst scenario regarding Harel's motivation might be that he was not acting in Israel's national interest at all—not even out of a personally biased view. Several Soviet sources report the USSR had a very senior source in the Eshkol administration. Former KGB rezident Dedyulya claims that such a source was recruited, whom he calls "N." A similar claim was made to Oren by another KGB Middle East operative, Vadim Kirpichenko.

These ex-Soviet accounts of a highly placed Israeli source conform astonishingly with Harel's figure at this time. KGB Colonel Mikhail
Mukasei relates that immediately after the 1967 war he and his wife Yelizaveta, also a veteran Soviet agent:

managed to contact an individual who was not only in the know but found out some things for us himself, in matters which were then unclear and complex. He had previously been in government, later he was dismissed, and this angered him very much. He did not understand whom he was working for—we conducted all the debriefings very cautiously. But he really did know a very great deal.”

Did Israel’s former spymaster become a major KGB source—knowingly or otherwise? This seemingly preposterous notion cannot be entirely ruled out, though it cannot be suggested as probable without further evidence. However, the Soviet Foreign Ministry memorandum of 23 February 1966 treats Harel’s remark to Sneh as a *bona fide* message from the highest Israeli authority—and notes that it conflicted with Israel’s official policy, which was communicated to Soviet diplomats on several occasions:

In a conversation with the Sovambassador, the Foreign Minister of Israel Golda Meir stressed that “Israel does not have an atomic bomb, her country is threatened not by atomic, but . . . conventional arms, and Israel adheres to peace and general disarmament.” Similar statements were pronounced publicly by Prime Minister Eshkol. If Gariel’s remarks on “direction of Israel to create its own atomic bomb” reflect the real intentions of the Israeli government, the honesty of Israel’s foreign policy is called into question.

When he met Sneh, Harel still had the ear and the backing of Eshkol (which he was to lose within a few months). He took part in the weekly supreme security consultations that the latter held as Defense Minister, where “the most important subjects were decided, and . . . the most fateful matters were discussed, including matters of life and death.”

Harel’s disclosure to the Soviets can therefore most charitably be interpreted as a strategic move to confirm, on Eshkol’s behalf, that despite the ascendance of Ben-Gurion’s critics on the nuclear issue, the exclusion of his leading supporters from government, and US pressure, the nuclear project was not being halted nor its objective altered.

Israel’s declared policy down to the present, of “not being the first to introduce nuclear weapons into the region,” had been cemented in 1964 by its negotiations with the US for the supply of tanks and aircraft, which Washington sought to predicate on Israel’s compliance with non-proliferation.
However, the “non-introduction” public policy threatened to reduce the deterrent effect of Israel’s reputed nuclear capability.

Israel’s awareness of this problem is illustrated by the recently declassified minutes of a talk during July 1969 on this issue between a group of US officials and Israel’s ambassador in Washington, Yitzhak Rabin. The Americans demanded “Israel’s assurance . . . that it will not possess nuclear weapons. . . . Rabin asked: Would the United States “consider a weapon, which had not been advertised and tested, to be a weapon that could be used?” [emphasis added]58 Israel thus held that “advertisement” was an essential component of nuclear deterrence: For a weapon to have this effect, the adversary must know that it is available and that the readiness to use it exists.

Given the US position and Israel’s own previous commitments, publishing such an advertisement officially was out of the question. The only alternative could be transmitting the message through deniable but credible back channels. Might Harel’s declaration have been a deliberate attempt at deterrent “advertising,” presumably endorsed if not initiated by Eshkol? Dayan, as Defense Minister after the Six-Day War, has already been reported as proposing precisely such a course of action vis-à-vis the Soviet Union:

A credible Israeli bomb also would deter the Soviets from taking any steps in the Middle East that would jeopardize Israel’s survival. . . . In Dayan’s scenario, Israeli intelligence agents would secretly inform their Soviet counterparts as soon as Dimona’s assembly line went into full production.59

Moreover, according to Hersh, this idea was “understood” by the Israeli leadership from the outset of its nuclear program, and was actually implemented “by 1973,” when Israel completed the development of miniature atomic devices.60

However, according to this report, the Soviets were informed only after Israel’s nuclear weapons became operational. This is also true of the Vanunu case: Even if allowing him out of Israel with interior photos of Dimona originally resulted from a field-security failure, after the fact Vanunu was persecuted with such ferocity that the credibility, and the deterrent effect, of his disclosures was ensured.61

Harel’s apprehension that Israel’s yet incipient nuclear capability would put it on a collision course with the USSR had been voiced previously by other Israeli figures, even at cabinet level. The full cabinet never formally discussed, much less determined, Israel’s nuclear-weapons policy, but some
ministers used various opportunities to express their opinions and, mainly, objections. In 1958, in a cabinet discussion of a Soviet proposal to declare the Middle East a nuclear-weapons free zone, the respected Justice Minister, Pinhas Rosen, spoke up:

If we ever decided, or almost decided, to take any steps here toward creating atomic energy for purposes of war, I do not know what is liable to happen . . .

Prime Minister D. Ben-Gurion: Atomic energy for purposes of peace. I request that you do not repeat your remark.

Minister P. Rosen: I am very much afraid that we here may become such a country, that Russia will have to want to eradicate us [. . .] Even if I accept that we are not engaged in this today, I can assume that we are potentially capable of it. But I say that this is very undesirable, because it will be very dangerous.62

Ben-Gurion did not respond to this prediction. He rejected Rosen’s argument that the Soviets would not supply nuclear weapons to Nasser. The Justice Minister was ultimately vindicated on both counts.

By 1965 the Soviets were aware of Israel’s nuclear efforts. It is far less certain whether they had precise information as to the stage Israel’s development had reached. Therefore, when in December 1965 the Soviets received an unambiguous message from an authoritative Israeli source that Israel was developing an atomic bomb and intended to arm itself with such a weapon, the main news for Moscow must have been not the intent but the fact that it had not yet been realized, and that a window of opportunity still existed to prevent its fruition.

A similar assessment of Israel’s technical capability had been made by the United States’ intelligence community in December 1964; however, its prediction that Israel could explode its first nuclear device within two or three years was qualified by “after it decides to develop nuclear capability.”63 Assuming the USSR’s technical information was equal to the Americans’, Harel provided the crucial component: that the political decision had indeed been made, and remained in force after the change of leadership.

It would seem extremely unlikely that a person of Harel’s experience was unaware of the distinction between informing the adversary before and after the deterrent weapon is procured. But the Soviets appear to have taken his disclosure at face value. Harel’s disclosure thus presented the
USSR with the decision whether to act—or to prompt Egypt to act—in a similar way to Israel’s strike at Iraq’s nuclear potential in 1981. Judging by the subsequent chain of events, it indeed appears to have precipitated rather than deterred an attack on Israel.

THE CONSEQUENCES

After reporting Harel’s disclosure, the Soviet document of 13 February 1966 continues with a typical propaganda blast about “the threat posed to Israel itself:"

Only madmen might address such a serious issue . . . from narrow local and nationalist positions . . . [I]f Israel really sets out on the road of creating its own atomic bomb, as stated by Gariel . . . Israel would set out on the road of avanturism and international provocation . . . The Israeli people . . . would not only have to bear the excessive financial burden but would also suffer the graver consequences.64

But the only practical measure proposed for countering the threat is a directive for Chuvakhin:

Tell Comrade Sneh that in Moscow there is full confidence that Israel’s Communists and other progressive forces . . . will in case of need be capable of recruiting broad masses in the country against such a policy.65

A committee against nuclear arms did emerge in Israel, including some prominent intellectuals; whether they were knowingly or unwittingly recruited by the Soviets is a question that merits further research. But this committee’s impact was negligible—probably due mainly to the almost total gag that was imposed on any news or public debate about the nuclear project.66

The magnitude of the problem, as depicted in the Soviet memorandum, appears to call for much more significant counteraction. But whether and how the USSR’s leadership decided to respond to Harel’s disclosure must be deduced from a careful review of Soviet action. There was indeed a sudden flurry of such activity.

As Cohen puts it, “Dimona became a hot topic in Cairo in the first half of 1966” after “lying dormant” since the previous round of activity in 1960–1961.67 On 18 January, Chuvakhin transmitted Moscow’s
aforementioned instructions to Sneh. The next day, in his first meeting with Eban as foreign minister, the ambassador brought up the nuclear issue as the main order of business, stating that “his government was concerned about the rumors regarding the development of the atomic bomb by Israel.” According to the Israeli minutes of this talk, “The minister . . . denied this fabrication vehemently.”

This might have strengthened the sense, in Moscow, of what a month later it termed the “question of honesty in Israel’s foreign policy.” In January, the US Embassy in Israel reported to Washington a statement by an unidentified Soviet diplomat that “he believes that Israel is producing nuclear weapons.” For the Americans, as for the Soviets, the key word here must have been “producing,” since Eshkol had reportedly given the United States, in return for a pledge of arms supplies, a vague commitment to restrict nuclear activity to research and development.

The implementation by the Soviet embassy staff of further measures in addition to the instructions for Sneh is also suggested by a passage which was deleted by Israeli military censorship from the daily Yedi’ot Aharonot on 4 February 1966. The paper’s political correspondent Aryeh Zimuki had reported: “The Soviets are lately displaying great interest in the development of Israeli nuclear science. Israeli politicians emphasized to them Israel’s wish for general disarmament of the region and for nuclear arms [to be put] under mutual inspection.”

Zimuki’s report went on to mention Chuvakhin’s visit to the Foreign Ministry, where “Israeli representatives stressed the need for the region to be declared as demilitarized of nuclear arms.” Israeli censorship was so strict on the nuclear issue that it excised even a statement which was already on public record: “In the Knesset, the prime minister declared Israel’s readiness for a general arms solution, including nuclear arms, but not separately.”

At this point (20 February 1966) Nasser weighed in with his second warning of pre-emptive war. Apparently by analogy with Nasser’s previous such warning in December 1960, current scholarship tends to connect the Egyptian president’s 1966 statement with the New York Times’s report on 7 January: “The US believes that Israel ordered from France 30 ballistic missiles of intermediate range . . . [this is] indicative of an Israeli intention to develop nuclear warheads.”

However, in the 1960 case, Nasser issued his threat three days after the Times reported that Israel was “secretly attempting to develop a capability to produce atomic weapons.” In 1966, he did so more than six weeks after the Times’ publication. During this interval, there were a number of
other developments which might have been as instrumental as the _Times_ story in eliciting Nasser's response. These included some extraordinary Soviet moves, including a visit to Egypt by First Deputy Defense Minister Andrei Grechko, in which the nuclear matter was reportedly high on the agenda.77

This points to an additional difference between the circumstances of Nasser's warnings in 1960 and 1966: In the first instance, he went public _before_ appealing to the USSR for countervailing nuclear weapons. It was only on 10 January 1961—two weeks _after_ Nasser's public warning—that officials of the Egyptian Embassy in Washington “persistently demanded” that their Soviet counterparts state “the position the USSR would take if the UAR requested us to provide it with nuclear arms.”78 In contrast, on 4 February 1966, almost three weeks _before_ Nasser's second warning, the _New York Times_ reported from Cairo that Grechko had, during his visit to Egypt, rejected Nasser's request to supply Egypt with Soviet nuclear weapons, and instead had pledged “the use of Soviet nuclear forces to safeguard Egypt should Israel develop an atom bomb.”79 Events in 1967, which have recently come to light, confirm that the USSR indeed provided Egypt with such an “umbrella.”

By February 1966, preparations were in full swing for a visit to Egypt by Soviet Prime Minister Alexei N. Kosygin in May, and the issue of the Soviet nuclear guarantees was evidently raised as a central topic. On the eve of Kosygin's arrival, “diplomatic observers” in Cairo actually told the _Daily Telegraph_ that “Israel’s capacity for producing atomic weapons is expected to be high on the agenda” and “Nasser will ask Mr. Kosygin for assistance in ‘holding the ring’ internationally if Egypt acts to make good on Nasser's threat of preventive war. . . . Kosygin is expected to give such assurances.”80 A British Foreign Ministry official told an Israeli diplomat in response that “Egypt will press the USSR for a guarantee against nuclear attack. I fear that during this visit of Kosygin’s, the Russians . . . are liable to give something in that direction.”81

Such a momentous move could only result from a Politburo-level decision.82 At any rate, details now emerging about the Soviet deployment ahead of the Six-Day War confirm that such a measure was not only pledged but implemented: Well before the overt outbreak of the crisis in mid-May 1967, the USSR began to position nuclear-armed naval forces in the Mediterranean (and later in the Red Sea as well).83 Remarkably, this deployment was entirely unknown to the US, and thus—unless the Soviets overestimated American intelligence capabilities—appears to have been intended for operational use rather than deterrence.84
Was this Soviet guarantee, and particularly its timing, connected with the heightened Soviet concern following Harel’s disclosure? Col. Yaremchenko recently attributed to “both HUMINT and cosmic intelligence” [satellite imagery] the fact that before the Six-Day War, “Moscow had received highly precise data about this top-secret object [Dimona] . . .”

Yaremchenko continues: “It cannot be ruled out that the KGB shared this information with Egypt, especially as the cooperation between the Soviet and Egyptian secret services in this period was sufficiently close.” Could Harel’s disclosure also have been transmitted to Nasser and prompted his warning, after making sure of the Soviet nuclear guarantees? Other references suggest that Egypt inferred, possibly from Harel’s message, that Israel had not yet attained operational nuclear weapons. Two days after Nasser’s threats of preemptive war were published in the New York Times, Egyptian parliament Speaker Anwar al-Sadat visited the White House; the American record says “It was Johnson . . . who referred to the Israeli nuclear weapons program . . . Sadat did not follow up on Johnson’s comment, allowing the conversation to move to other subjects.” However, Sadat himself was cited in an Arab paper as having told Johnson that Israel was still working on development of a nuclear weapon “according to reports received by Egypt.” The same contention was directly voiced by the Egyptian Ambassador in Washington to the Secretary of State on 22 March: “UAR much concerned by intelligence reports that Israel working toward production nuclear weapons.”

The New York Times reported on 7 January that the French missiles being sought by Israel had a range of 500 miles, enough to reach “Egyptian targets;” Aronson notes that this was also perceived at the time as within reach of the southern USSR. However, it also confirmed Harel’s indication that this nuclear capability was some time off: The missiles would be supplied only by 1967, and “the appraisal of American officials is that Israel would probably produce an atomic device within two years.” The resulting window of opportunity lasting into 1967 was made all the more attractive by the Egyptian and Soviet perception that the IDF would then be at its weakest point in conventional firepower, due to the planned replacement of old European weaponry by new, modern American arms. Indeed, in January 1966 Eshkol is reported to have been extremely concerned about an Egyptian preventive strike; this was hitherto connected to the New York Times report, but if Eshkol was aware of, or responsible for, Harel’s disclosure, that would provide an even stronger basis for his fears.

Two days after Nasser’s public warning, on 23 February 1966, the Soviet memorandum on Harel’s message was composed. Ostensibly, it
might simply have been prepared for a Soviet leadership meeting in connection with Nasser’s statement and Kosygin’s forthcoming visit to Egypt, or for the 23rd CPSU congress that was to begin a month later. It may also have been used as a background brief for talks on “a sensitive issue” pertaining to Soviet naval action in the Mediterranean with a high-ranking Egyptian military delegation, headed by Navy Commander Admiral Suleiman Azzat, that had just arrived in Moscow.95 It would be the Soviet flotillas in the Mediterranean and the Red Sea that would soon provide the main nuclear “umbrella” for Egypt.

However, the most prominent event on 23 February was a military coup in Syria, which brought the military wing of the Ba'ath party to power. During the crisis in mid-May 1967, and ever since, its origins have been traced to the Syrian coup.96 The Soviet fingerprints on this coup were obvious even at the time.97 Within 20 minutes of its inception, the coup elevated a graduate of the Soviet Air Academy, General Hafez al-Assad, to the post of acting Defense Minister;98 other coup leaders had long been associated with the GRU. Soviet media reports about the coup have been shown by Avraham Ben-Tzur to reflect at least prior knowledge of, and more probably complicity in, its planning.99

At the height of the 1967 crisis, on 26 May, Israeli Military Intelligence chief Aharon Yariv stated that “the roots of the current situation are connected to the active Soviet regional initiative” that began “over a year ago.”100 So far, such retrospective comments were understood as referring to the coup in Syria, but the Soviet effort to counter Israel’s nuclear aspirations could just as correctly be termed “an active regional initiative.” The parallel timing indicates that Moscow’s intensified activity on the nuclear issue, and its move to cement its influence over the country which would be used as the trigger for war against Israel, were at least undertaken simultaneously as facets of the same Soviet strategy.

As already noted, in February and early March 1966, the USSR was still attempting, at least in its overt diplomacy, to nudge Israel toward a commitment to non-proliferation by means of relatively conciliatory proposals. Reports in the Arab press about such public appearances of Soviet diplomats in Israel caused some alarm in Arab capitals, which were then engaged in preparations for a summit that Nasser convened in Cairo on 14–17 March, with “the issue of the nuclear danger that Israel poses” high on the agenda.101

The Soviet Ambassador in Baghdad reported that the Iraq press also published a series of articles entitled “A strange declaration by the Soviet Ambassador in Israel,” “Moscow wants an agreement between the
Arabs and Israel,” and so on. On 7 March, while the conference was still in preparation, the first secretary of the UAR Embassy in Moscow remonstrated at the Soviet Foreign Ministry.

... Ivan Dedyulya, a counselor of the Soviet Embassy ... reportedly declared that he would be glad if the “spirit of Tashkent” were to prevail in the relations between Arabs and Jews and that “the Soviet Union might be prepared to mediate between Arab countries and Israel if both sides were to request it.” Such a report ... caused surprise in Cairo, as in the UAR the USSR’s position in the Arab-Israeli conflict is well known ...

He was reassured that

In the struggle against imperialist intrigues in the Middle East, the Soviet Union acted and acts on the Arab’s side. Nothing had happened to give a reason to think of any change in the clear and firm position of the USSR. ... The forthcoming visit to UAR by ... A. N. Kosygin, is a testimony to that.103

Preparations for the visit, including the agenda and joint communiqués, were thus under way when the Arabs protested about the perceived mellowing of the Soviet position. Whether this was the direct cause, at this point a significant shift occurred in Soviet behavior. The nuclear issue was presumably one cause, and evidently one manifestation, of this change.

Moscow’s stress on diplomatic action for halting Israel’s nuclear development, which figured prominently in Soviet activity in the weeks immediately following Harel’s disclosure, was dropped—so suddenly that the embassy in Israel itself was left out of step. On 15 March, in a discussion with the Director General of the Israeli Foreign Ministry, Soviet Ambassador Chuvakhin again suggested that Israel’s “... joining a declaration on disarmament of the region from nuclear arms would be a first step towards defusing the tension.”104

Even before Chuvakhin included this recommendation in his periodic report to Gromyko, media reports about his public appearances touched off Arab remonstrations with Moscow, and his superiors demanded that the ambassador explain “what could serve as a base for such kind of publications of the Iraqi press.” On 19 March, the head of the Near and Middle East Department A. Shchiborin rejected Chuvakhin’s clarifications, and blamed the latter’s speech for Iraqi press accusations that “Moscow seeks an agreement between the Arabs and Israel:"
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The impression is created, that Comrade Chuvakhin . . . does not always take into consideration the specifics of the Middle East situation, the specifics of the Arab-Israeli conflict, and also the character of relations between the Soviet Union and the Arab states. We think it is advisable to draw Com. Chuvakhin’s attention to the necessity of displaying special caution and greater flexibility in his appearances.\textsuperscript{105}

Apparently, this reprimand had not yet reached Chuvakhin when he sat down on 21 March to complete his lengthy periodic report to Gromyko, and he compounded the error:

At the moment Israel is . . . giving to understand that if the superpowers were to reach an agreement on halting the supply of conventional arms to Middle Eastern states, then Israel might support the proposal to declare the Middle East a non-nuclear zone. . . . Such formulation of the issue possibly might not fully correspond to the Soviet Union’s interests, but nevertheless it might . . . constitute a step forward toward resolving the issue of nuclear arms nonproliferation.\textsuperscript{106}

But in Moscow, the option of promoting Israel’s accession to the nascent NPT or a regional denuclearization agreement had apparently lost its relevancy. As Kosygin’s trip to Cairo approached, there was a parallel escalation of Soviet and Arab rhetoric on both the nuclear issue and a new line which was to become a regular feature in Soviet disinformation until it became the overt trigger for the crisis and war in 1967: allegations of Israeli troop concentrations on the Syrian frontier.

On 18 April, a Syrian delegation, headed by the prime minister and including General Assad, left for Moscow on a special Soviet plane.\textsuperscript{107} On the same day the \textit{New York Times} again reported: “Nasser Threatens War on a Nuclear Armed Israel.” On 9 May, the \textit{Times} continued the drumbeat with: “Nasser Cites Need for Nuclear Arms.” This may have been connected with a preparatory visit to Cairo by First Deputy Foreign Minister Vasili Kuznetsov, which according to US perceptions dealt with regional disarmament as a Soviet initiative (like Chuvakhin, the Americans may have been one step behind Soviet policy).\textsuperscript{108} Between these two \textit{Times} reports, on 2 May the Syrian delegation signed a treaty in Moscow,\textsuperscript{109} and on 8 May, a Soviet newspaper published the first of many Soviet claims about aggressive Israeli preparations toward Syria. Although this TASS dispatch from Damascus was ostensibly legitimate fare for the Soviet national press, it was approved for publication at this stage only in the provincial \textit{Sovietskaya Kyrgyzia}.\textsuperscript{110}
Kosygin began his state visit to Cairo on 11 May. A week later, his reference to Israel in an address to the Egyptian National Assembly sounded as a barely veiled threat, which was noted verbatim and studied in Jerusalem: “The question of nuclear arms non-proliferation directly pertains to the question of ensuring the security of Egypt and of all the Arab countries, as forces may possibly appear in the Middle East that will dream of obtaining such weapons.”111 Kosygin’s further comment that “the U.A.R. . . . is contributing to checking the atomic arms race . . .” appeared to suggest in Jerusalem that an agreement of cooperation on the nuclear issue had been reached.112

Eshkol deemed it necessary to reply, in a Knesset speech on 18 May, at least to the part of Kosygin’s speech that dealt with nuclear weapons (as well as Nasser’s threats): “Israel has no atomic arms,” he said, “and will not be the first to introduce such arms into our area.”113 The official “non-introduction” stance, which was formulated for US consumption, was thus first enunciated publicly in a Soviet context—even though the USSR had already been informed by Harel to the contrary.

But the nuclear issue was dropped entirely from the joint communiqué issued at the conclusion of Kosygin’s visit, and indeed from subsequent Soviet diplomacy. Overall, the Research Department at Israel’s Foreign Ministry noted that “the declarations were typified by the scarcity of references to us. Those that did appear were as a rule general and even cautious. . . . It can be hoped that there will be no change in the process discerned recently of an improvement of style in the USSR’s attitude.”114

Meeting Secretary of State Dean Rusk on 26 May, Soviet Ambassador Anatoly Dobrynin said that “to his knowledge,” there had not “been any discussion of this [nuclear] subject with Cairo . . . but it was possible that this had come up during the recent visit of Mr Kosygin to Cairo.” Dobrynin expressed skepticism as to whether Israel or the UAR would be interested in a nuclear-free zone. “The Secretary said . . . we were convinced that the Israelis were not planning to make nuclear weapons. Ambassador Dobrynin expressed some skepticism.”115 By 18 June, the US Ambassador in Israel reported that his counterpart Chuvakhin stated to him “the USSR believes that Israel is not at work on developing nuclear capability [emphasis added].”116

Thus, as Cohen points out, Dimona now “disappeared from public discussion.”117 However, this was not because Israel’s response had assuaged Moscow on the nuclear issue. In December 1968, the Soviet Ambassador to the UK still listed to Lord Sieff, at their meeting in London, two “Israeli sins”—both of them connected to the nuclear issue. One concerns “the
Israeli refusal to join NPT.” The other was a perceived Israeli threat to destroy the Aswan Dam. But during or around the Kosygin visit, the Soviets appear to have made an abrupt decision to play down this issue, and instead to precipitate a conflict that might be used to end Israel’s nuclear development.

Israeli officials quickly sensed an abrupt turn away from the briefly conciliatory Soviet approach. The most prominent change was the sudden outburst of Soviet accusations that Israel was supposedly preparing to attack Syria. This came into the open in the Party organ Pravda on 21 May, following Kosygin’s return from Egypt, where he had pressed for a mutual defense pact between Cairo and Damascus, to be guaranteed by Moscow. But its initial appearance in the provincial press, before Kosygin left for Cairo, indicates prior planning. On 25 May it became official policy, when a protest was urgently and formally presented by Deputy Foreign Minister Vladimir Semyonov to Ambassador Katz in Moscow.

By 1 June, Eshkol’s leading adviser on Soviet affairs, Sha’ul Avigur, forwarded to the prime minister’s attention a top-secret memo received the same day from New York:

The sharp Soviet offensive on Israel in the press, with the TASS report and the statement made to the Ambassador in Moscow, has caught us amazed and perplexed . . . we are still asking: what happened with the improvement in relations, with “Kosygin’s restrained policy in Cairo”? The situation requires us . . . to shake free of illusions and overoptimistic, unfounded assessments.

Writing in retrospect on 24 October, Ambassador Katz himself concluded: “Beginning from March 1966, a change . . . occurred in the USSR’s attitude to Israel, a deliberate political change for the worse.”

However, in none of these moves did the USSR again stress the nuclear issue, preferring to play up Israel’s alleged designs on Syria. The French ambassador in Damascus reported at the end of May that his veteran Soviet counterpart “in recent weeks seemed to be trying to intensify the Syrians’ fears of an Israeli attack, and several times informed them about Israeli concentrations near the border.” In Israel, this shift was received with some surprise, as it had been understood that the nuclear matter was the prime Soviet and Arab concern, and that during Kosygin’s visit to Egypt “presumably, they talked about ways to deny Israel nuclear weapons, including Nasser’s threat of a pre-emptive war. . . . Why [then],” an Atomic Energy Commission official wrote on 6 June 1966 to a Foreign
Ministry colleague, "has the USSR chosen to attack Israel on the matter of Syria rather than on the nuclear arms danger?"123

Over the following year, it turned out that this first allegation of Israeli troop concentrations against Syria was not a singular exception, in a period that was indeed characterized by border clashes. It was the first in an escalating series that culminated in the notorious disinformation on 13 May 1967. There is now evidence to support Cohen's hypothesis that this final, fictitious warning about Israeli troop concentrations, was a preplanned "pretext for another policy objective" that included the elimination of Dimona.124

This crescendo of warnings was accompanied by the extensive political and military preparations that were undertaken by the USSR for a Middle Eastern conflict. As one of the present writers has detailed in previous papers, the Soviet military buildup was only partially known to Israel and the West at the time, and was largely disregarded in later historical descriptions—particularly its nuclear-weapons component, more of which will be detailed below. It paralleled Moscow's efforts to achieve the other necessary condition for an anti-Israeli operation—military coordination and, ultimately, alliance among Israel's Arab neighbors, along the lines of a Soviet-originated plan. The claims about Israel's designs on Syria, which Moscow egregiously made no effort to prove or even to adapt to Israel's actual strength, were brought to a climax by the Soviets when the two opposing timelines (the military and political groundwork, in contrast with Israel's presumed approaching nuclear capability) met, not at the ideal moment, but at the most propitious one that could be realistically expected.

In the present writers' opinion, the final countdown toward this moment began around February 1967. The Lebanese newspaper Al-Hayat published, and the Associated Press spread worldwide, a report that Israel had tested a nuclear device.125 An authoritative Israeli source has since obliquely confirmed that a test of this sort actually occurred:

On 2 November 1966, an especially significant test took place ... that brought one of the main weapons systems closer to the final stages of its development and manufacture. ... The success of this test was complete, as it gave us unambiguous experimental proof that the system ... was in working order.126

In view of recent Russian claims that the Soviets had excellent intelligence on Israel's nuclear progress, they may well have had independent
information about this event before the published report. A recent Russian account confirms that the Soviets knew Israel’s plutonium production was approaching the quantity necessary for a bomb, and that “work began in the spring of 1967” toward assembling one. The United States had a similar assessment: On 17 February, “regardless of what was actually tested . . . the CIA disseminated new intelligence reports suggesting that Israel continued to produce bomb components, and that ‘assembly of a nuclear weapon could be completed in 6–8 weeks’.” It was only over a month and a half later that Eshkol denied the test had taken place. By then, however, Arab and Soviet response was in full swing.

As it did a year before, following Harel’s disclosure, this response started with public declarations. “One of the arguments used by Jordan for a new summit conference was that it was vital to confront Israel before she should possess atomic weapons.” On 5 February, Nasser warned the Observer: “If the Israelis proceed with the production of an atomic bomb, the final solution will be a preventive war to avert and eliminate this danger.” That, however, was the final such blast; as in the previous round, media silence was now imposed on the nuclear issue, and practical measures took over. The USSR accelerated its preparations for war and its moves to provide the promised nuclear “umbrella” for its Arab allies.

In late February or early March, the Soviet nuclear submarine K-172 was sent from the Northern Fleet’s arctic base to the Eastern Mediterranean, where it was positioned close to Syria. Its commander, Nikolai Shashkov, relates that before sailing, he received oral orders from Soviet Navy Commander S. Gorshkov to fire nuclear missiles at Israel “if the Americans and Israelis started to land on the Syrian coast.” The coded password to take such action would be transmitted from Moscow, and in order to receive it the submarine had to rise to radio depth every two hours. “I was very limited by the range of my missiles. It did not exceed 600 km. I was forced . . . to zig-zag in dangerous proximity to the American aircraft carrier groups.”

A crew member of another nuclear submarine, K-125, which was based in Alexandria “to protect Soviet ships delivering arms to Syria,” recounts that similar orders were received at the beginning of the war: “If Israel drops an atomic bomb on Egypt or Syria—nuclear missiles should be fired on it [Israel] in order to obliterate it.” Yet a third nuclear submarine, K-219, is reported to have arrived in the Eastern Mediterranean “on the eve of the crisis.”

Surface ships of the Soviet Mediterranean fleet were also reportedly supplied with tactical nuclear weapons. A historian of the Soviet navy
quotes “Navy personnel” that “during the crisis, shells with nuclear battle components were delivered to the cruiser Slava [the flagship of the Mediterranean flotilla]. I . . . tend to support the version that there were such shells. In any case, there is verified information that a special transport with ammunition for the Slava was sent from Sevastopol.” This writer concludes that “apparently this transport delivered special shells. Otherwise, why rush a transport? Did the cruiser lack its battle complement? Slava was not in the Med for training!”135

This accelerated naval buildup extended beyond the Mediterranean. In August 1966, “well-informed” reports about two visits of “apparently conventional” Soviet submarines to the Yemeni port of Hodeida six and eight months previously merited a special, top-secret memo to Israel’s prime minister.136 An official history published by the Institute of Military History at the Russian Ministry of Defense now asserts that the Soviet ships and submarines sent into the Red Sea were also armed with nuclear weapons, in case Israel should use the same as a last resort—which indicates an expectation of such an eventuality.137

In the authors’ opinion, the above instances attest to the fulfillment of the Soviet nuclear guarantee that Kosygin pledged in Cairo a year before. Moreover, in Moscow, parting from Egyptian War Minister Shams Badran on 28 May 1967, Grechko himself confirmed: “Our fleet is in the Mediterranean, near your shores. We have destroyers and submarines with missiles and arms unknown to you. Do you understand fully what I mean?”138 Aboard submarine K-172, Captain Shashkov also knew the Arabs were aware of his presence in the Mediterranean, and that “in a critical situation, the Soviet Union would support them by any means, including nuclear. [They] also guessed from where the strike on Israel would come—from the sea.”139

In parallel, other preparations for implementation of the Soviet-initiated military plans went into high gear. As early as 1975, Ben-Tzur demonstrated that the steps taken by Egypt to provoke a war with Israel, including the eviction of UNEF and the closure of the Tiran Straits, were inspired by the Soviet military in November 1966 and formed the framework of what he termed: the “Grechko-Amer plan.”140 More recently, and likewise based on Arab sources, Oren also concluded that the Egyptian “Conqueror plan” (which called for provoking Israel into a first strike) was developed in 1966 with the help of Soviet advisers, utilizing a strategy for a “comprehensive” counterattack “that will shift the battle onto enemy territory, hitting its vital areas.” This strategy was called “shield and sword”—the motto of the KGB.
The corresponding Syrian plan, “Amaliyat Nasser” (Operation Victor) as found by Israeli forces on the Golan Heights, was also developed with the participation of Soviet advisers. The Syrian plan ostensibly calls for coordination only with the Egyptian operation, but it features a provision for Syrian forces, after breaking through northern Israel, to link up with an “Egyptian” naval landing force near Haifa. As no evidence has emerged of such a landing being prepared by Egypt, this appears to confirm recent Russian disclosures about an abortive Soviet désant (landing) aimed at several points on the Israeli coast, including Haifa—a clear indication of the Soviet link between the two plans, as well as preparation for a direct Soviet intervention.

The fact that the elimination of Israel’s nuclear facilities was a major operational target of these plans emerged shortly after the war. But evidence has recently accumulated that the Soviets were involved in determining these targets, in preparing the strike against them, and in its planned implementation.

In 2001, one of Gromyko’s top Middle Eastern experts quoted a statement that the Soviet Foreign Minister made 20 years before:

In mid-May [1967] 2 Egyptian MiGs performed a reconnaissance flight over Dimona. But, to Nasser’s surprise, they returned home intact, nonwithstanding the fact that the reactor was under the special protection of the American Hawk missiles. A little more than a week passed, and they again overflew Dimona, and again the Israeli AA defence was idle. After that Marshal Amer—a decisive and even aggressive man, gave orders to bomb Dimona and other important objects in Israel’s territory. But at our request, Nasser annulled that order.

The Soviet leadership was not aware of the Egyptian intent to destroy Israel’s nuclear potential. We only knew about the intent to land a surprise blow on important objects in Israel’s territory, with no concrete details. . . . I think that had we imagined clearly at the time that the main target of this strike [was] to eliminate Israel’s nuclear potential, we would not have dissuaded Nasser—on the contrary.

The source for this statement of Gromyko’s, Grinevsky, adds:

By the mid-1960s, our intelligence already had truthful enough data on Israel’s nuclear potential . . . There is information that for Egypt, one of the triggering motives for the 1967 war indeed was the intent to defeat Israel.
before it acquired the capability to use nuclear weapons in the battlefield. In Egypt's military plans Dimona was marked as one of the main targets. Only [Israel's] sudden blow on the Egyptian airfields and Egypt's rout in this six-day war saved Dimona from annihilation and Israel from radioactive contamination. Thus nuclear arms turned from a deterrent into the main cause of war in the Middle East.145

How credible, then, is Gromyko's claim that the Soviet leadership knew nothing of, much less was responsible for, Dimona's central place in the Egyptian attack plan?

This account of the USSR's prevailing on Egypt not to launch a first strike on Israel refers to 25–28 May 1967, when War Minister Shams Badran held intensive talks in Moscow. Badran's main mission was to obtain clearance for launching a first strike—a major deviation from the original strategy. The last surviving Soviet participant of Badran's talks describes him as presenting the Soviets with detailed plans, including maps of the intended targets.146 It is *prima facie* inconceivable that the main target should have been concealed. However, there is now also direct evidence that it was at least shared with the Soviets, if not prepared by them.

Consider this hitherto little-noticed detail in the original Israeli post-war report on Dimona being marked on the maps of the Egyptian plan, "which was about to be effected by the Egyptian Air Force on the morning of 26 May."

In the operational orders detailing the targets to be attacked, the research centers [Dimona and Nahal Sorek] were not marked as atomic reactors, but were apparently included in the category of Hawk missile launching sites, on the assumption that the Israeli reactors are protected against aerial attack by batteries of these missiles.147

Dimona was indeed the first site in Israel to be protected by Hawk missiles when the United States began to supply them to Israel in 1965.148 The dates indicate that the maps found at Sinai air bases were the same as those presented by Badran in Moscow. In addition to Gromyko's reference to the Hawk missiles protecting Dimona, there is a precisely corresponding description of the targets on the maps that were issued to Soviet strategic-bomber pilots on 3 June 1967, when they were put on alert, as described by their commander, General Vasili Reshetnikov: The targets were marked by their geographical coordinates, and identified as Hawk complexes.149
designation of Dimona as a Hawk site alone was thus an identical feature of operational maps used by both the Soviets and the Egyptians.

As Grinevsky and other sources connect this targeting of Dimona with the “bold and highly extraordinary” reconnaissances flights over the nuclear facility on 17 and 26 May 1967, it must now be asked whether there was more than Israeli military folklore to the possibility that Soviet pilots performed these overflights.\(^{151}\)

During the crisis of May 1967, news of these incidents was totally suppressed by Israel. A recently published State Department document (telegram) confirms the Israelis’ apprehension at the time: “They frightened by fact four MiGs overflew Israel yesterday and Israeli Airforce not able intercept.”\(^{152}\) But the volume’s editors do not point out that Dimona was either the target of the sortie or the cause of Israeli concern. A contemporary assumption of a Soviet role is apparently reflected in the initial, very partial published mention of the first of these flights, which was made by Bar-Zohar shortly after the war: that “one MiG-21 equipped with Russian cameras” overflew Dimona on 17 May.\(^{153}\) Since the intruders were never engaged, let alone shot down, the provenance of the camera could only have been attributed by Israeli sources.

The flight of 26 May was not disclosed until 1979, in Rabin’s memoirs.\(^{154}\) Dimona was not mentioned as the target in any publication until 1980, when Michael Brecher, based on a statement he received from military intelligence chief Yariv in 1977, identified it as the target of the first flight. He rated it as such a “grave threat to [Israel’s] deterrent capability” as to suggest that it marked the beginning of the crisis.\(^{155}\) Both flights were explicitly connected with Dimona for the first time in Levite and Landau’s 1994 study.\(^{156}\) In the first detailed publication about the 26 May flight, Oren wrote in 2002: “four MiG-21s at 55,000 feet had passed over and photographed the reactor. Israeli pilots scrambled and Hawk missiles were fired, but neither could intercept the MiGs. . . .”\(^{157}\)

Most recently, Gluska obtained an authoritative version of the 26 May overflight.\(^{158}\) Unlike the previous versions, which though widely diverging on the number of planes, their route, etc., all spoke of MiG-21s, Gluska’s version does not specify the model. The official IAF website today mentions that “a mystery enemy plane, which seemed to be a MiG-21, made occasional appearances on Israeli radar screens. . . . the IAF Staff was concerned that . . . it was taking reconnaissance photographs of the Israeli 7th Regiment, which was arrayed along the border with Egypt.”\(^{159}\) The contemporary assessment that the intruders were some variant of the MiG-21 is reflected
in the website’s report that Israel’s single exemplar of this model, and its leading test pilot, were put on alert to attempt an interception of any subsequent flight—which never materialized.160

While varying widely on the number, course, and target of the intruders, all the above accounts agree that they completely outclassed both Israel’s first-line fighter jet at the time, the Mirage IIIC (for speed) and its Hawk anti-aircraft missiles (for altitude), both of which tried but failed to intercept the intruders. This does not conform with the known specifications of the Mirage IIIC and the MiG-21, in which the latter had only a marginal advantage, if any; its better acceleration and climb at takeoff should not have made such a crucial difference for flights detected before their entry into Israeli airspace. MiG-21s were shot down by both Israeli systems on other occasions. Indeed, on 9 January 1966, Rabin had calmed Eshkol’s fear of an attack on Dimona: “We have advance warning of every [enemy] plane that takes off. It has never yet happened to us that planes got across the border.”161 Rabin wrote later of the 17 May flight: “This was the first Egyptian aerial penetration of Israeli territory since 1956.”162 After the war (but while the overflights were still being kept secret) “authoritative sources” still told Ha'aretz that “if they [the Egyptians] had managed to take off in order to attack the reactors, the Egyptian planes would have been shot down before they reached the range permitting an attack.”163 Even allowing for some victorious braggadocio, this indicates that the ability to overfly Dimona with impunity was more than Israel attributed to Egyptian pilots and/or the MiG-21s they were flying.

There have long been veiled indications of Soviet involvement in photoreconnaissance over Israel in this period. A contemporary report, based on testimony at the trial of Badran and others after the war, states that the Soviet warning to Egypt in mid-May included detailed aerial photographs which “Soviet intelligence” provided to Nasser.164 At the Washington conference on the war in 1992, Naumkin made a unique and cryptic reference to a visit by a GRU operative “named Ryevsky” who came to Cairo “in the middle of May, and who had some meetings there . . . there might have been some information passed by him.”165 Cohen holds that the 17 May overflight “was not the first time that Egyptian jets flew over Dimona.”166 Such prior information is confirmed by Yaremenko’s report that a full-scale model of the Dimona facility was built in the Egyptian desert—which could not have been accomplished after the May 1967 overflights—and Egyptian pilots practised bombing it with live amunition.167

But a dramatic series of new Russian disclosures now confirms that by May 1967, the Soviets were flying in the Middle East and, unbeknownst
to either Israel or the United States, an aircraft that was easily capable of the performance described in the Dimona overflights. A retired Soviet Air Force general who was personally involved relates that two prototypes of what was to become known as the MiG-25 were based in southern Yemen in 1967. This model had made its first test flight in 1964, but was first glimpsed by Western observers only on 9 July 1967; at the time of the Dimona overflights, it had not yet even been assigned its Soviet designation, much less its NATO appellation (Foxbat) and had never yet been detected in flight. However, an official Russian military history stated recently that “The MiG-25 . . . was used in the late 1960’s on the Egyptian-Israeli front as a reconnaissance aircraft.”

The senior test pilot who flew the Yemen-based MiG-25s, Major General Aleksandr I. Vybornov, claims he made two photoreconnaissance flights from Egypt over Israel in 1967, which the IAF tried but failed to intercept. Each of these flights was made at the express orders of the Soviet Defense Minister, and the films were immediately flown to Moscow. The 50,000–55,000-ft altitude ascribed to the Dimona overflights was at the upper limit both for Egyptian and Israeli fighters, but for the MiG-25 it was well below its ceiling. A recent, detailed Russian history of the MiG-25’s development puts the first operational test of its photoreconnaissance version in March 1967, at a speed that still did not reach its ultimate performance of close to Mach 3, but already far exceeded the MiG-21’s maximum of under Mach 2.

Hitherto, the first documented appearance of the MiG-25 in the Arab-Israeli theater was the arrival of a Soviet squadron of four MiG-25s in Egypt in 1971–72, when Israeli air defenses were again incapable of intercepting them. But as late as the early 1970s, Israel was still incapable even of identifying the MiG-25, and the intruders were erroneously described as MiG-23s. Indeed, the Israeli military may have subsequently developed a more precise idea of the Dimona overflights than it had at the time, or has so far disclosed. When the present authors presented their MiG-25 hypothesis to a former IDF intelligence officer who specialized in the Soviet military, he confirmed that the intruders were “definitely MiG-25s. MiG-21s would have been shot down.”

Would such direct aerial intervention been at variance with Soviet practice? Western historiography has hitherto held that in 1956, Soviet aircrews and other personnel in Egypt were ordered to refrain from any direct involvement in the Suez Campaign and were even evacuated. But a recent official Russian publication claims that “Soviet pilots-instructors
fought too” and specifies that “the Soviet pilots took part in attacking the positions of Israel’s 202nd Paratroop Brigade.”\textsuperscript{177} Moshe Dayan confirms that six MiG-25s took part in this action, the only aerial attack in the campaign that caused serious damage and casualties.\textsuperscript{178} There was thus a precedent for Soviet pilots even going into direct combat against Israel, which was famously repeated in April–July 1970.\textsuperscript{179}

Previously, the only direct evidence directly linking the 1967 overflights with the Soviets was attributed by Oren to Rabin, who “revealed that strange radio signals had been sent by the MiGs, perhaps to strategic bombers.”\textsuperscript{180} The role of Soviet strategic bombers in the 1967 crisis and war has so far been murky and downplayed, with the exception of Reshetnikov’s aforementioned disclosure of their preparation on 3–4 June for a strike at Israel. Oren’s statement appears to indicate they were active in the region beforehand. This also emerges from the assertion by the survivors of the USS Liberty, who related that monitoring these bombers were the central object of their original mission.

The primary concern . . . was to learn more about several Soviet TU-95 bombers that had been stationed in Egypt by the Soviet government. The assignment: find out whether the aircraft . . . were in reality merely Soviet long range bombers stationed on Arab soil and under Soviet control. [On] 8 June, . . . at 2:00 [shortly before the Israeli attack] . . . our intercept operators . . . identified Soviet pilots talking to Moscow.\textsuperscript{181}

Whether the strategic bombers were actually present, or were a mistaken description of the unfamiliar MiG-25, the first, sudden appearance of a hitherto unknown Soviet aircraft with awesome and unmatchable performance might also have been a reason for dispatching the Liberty—a possibility that definitely merits further research.

In any case, the significance of the MiG-25’s identification with the Dimona overflights far exceeds a technical distinction. It demonstrates conclusively that these flights were carried out by Soviet pilots, and that the Soviet leadership committed the USSR’s most advanced and secret aircraft. Moreover, this was hardly necessary for reconnaissance purposes only (with the possible exception of pinpointing and testing the Hawk batteries). The possibility that these flights were deliberately meant by Moscow to signal that it was targeting Dimona, and thereby to intensify pressure on Israel for a pre-emptive strike, seems highly reasonable—and, as indicated by Gluska and others, the flights indeed contributed greatly to achieving this purpose.
This is especially true of the flight on 26 May, while the talks with Badran in Moscow were in progress. A still-prevalent concept holds that, in the talks with Badran as well as in a message to Nasser on May 27, the Soviets dissuaded Egypt from any attack on Israel. The present authors have already demonstrated that these Soviet efforts were rather meant to ensure that Egypt complied with the original "Conqueror" plan, and took the offensive only after Israel was provoked into a first strike. Former senior Soviet officials also state, that despite the disastrous results, "It must be said to Nasser's credit that he never reproached the Soviet leadership nor the Soviet Union for having restrained him, 'tied his hands,' at the critical moment."182 "While on the official level the Egyptians never reproached us for the USSR's interference with the realisation of their intents, in unofficial talks I have occasionally heard such statements as: If Egypt had undertaken preventive actions, the development of the war would have been different."183 Sending the MiG-25 over Dimona might well have been aimed at proving to the Egyptians that the USSR was fully committed to the plan and working to provoke the Israelis.

Yaremenko has recently written explicitly that Amer did not cancel the order to bomb Dimona, but only postponed it until 7 June.184 The present writers have demonstrated that Soviet preparations, especially just before the Israeli first strike, indicate an expectation that it would occur on 5 June.185 The Soviets were then in readiness to assist the Egyptians in implementing the counterstrike plan, with Dimona being a main target.

However, the Soviets were apparently aware that their move might not prevent—indeed, might cause—Israel's detonation of some nuclear device. Recent Russian historical works claim that the deployment of Soviet nuclear arms in the Red Sea and Mediterranean was motivated by a possible use, in a critical situation, of Israel's WMD, "the existence of which was never denied by Tel-Aviv."186 In this, the Soviets now appear to have been not far from the truth. As one leader of Israel's program, Munya Mardor, wrote:

From personal diary, 28 May: . . . The crews were assembling and checking the weapons system, of which they had managed to complete the development and production ahead of the war . . . [and] had managed to bring into operational readiness.

Mardor relates that these crews had been working around the clock for several days, probably reflecting Israel's concern at Egypt's intention to
launch its planned offensive, including a strike at Dimona, on 26 May.187

In his latest study, Cohen puts this disclosure into context:

As claimed in foreign publications . . . During the period of high alert before the war, considering the anxieties about a “worst case [referring to preparations for a gas attack],” Israel, by a concentrated effort, improvised a usable “weapons system” out of its capabilities . . . On the eve of the Six-Day War, according to published reports . . . Israel improvised two nuclear explosive devices, as a last resort. 188

Countering any such Israeli move was a main objective of the Soviet Navy’s preparations. Despite the Arabs’ defeat, recent Russian writing has held that “the existence of the Mediterranean Eskadra in 1967 practically determined the end of the Six-Day Arab-Israeli War.189

The abundance of recent accounts about Soviet nuclear weapons put in readiness in case Israel used one casts a new light on the claim made 10 years ago by Shimon Peres, that on 2 June 1967:

I submitted . . . a certain proposal which, in my opinion then—and in my opinion today, nearly three decades later—would have deterred the Arabs and prevented the war. My proposal . . . was considered—and rejected. 190

In view of the Soviet preparations as now known, adoption of the proposal Peres clearly hints at would almost certainly have led to catastrophic results—a nuclear strike at Israel. What did thwart the Soviet-Egyptian plan, and saved Israel’s nuclear project from attack, was the unexpected elimination of Egyptian air power by Israel’s air strike—even though the Soviets deliberately provoked Israeli pre-emption and quite accurately predicted its timing. But Israel’s nuclear capability would remain a prime concern for Soviet strategy, which held that “So long as the adversary nation or alliance, which launched the war, has not been deprived of the capability to produce nuclear weapons and the means for their delivery . . . the enemy will be able to resist and cause casualties.”191
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